Borin und Sindinaz verda o/S yfrir giepnaz. 
Ostrium ypir giepnaz 2. Helga ande.
Vestuus fés vegna ad viez akum ei lei 
nguŋ ypp paskan sindinaz. Dryga haldur 
vogsaiva gud ung godum veckum.

Xar Naft eigum viez. Ad gioza goduerken 
dialyra gioza vegna yppa fē ad viez gie 
tum aidsent mj samindum ad viez hopum 
Rīttu 2 façā frū 2 Na. Sum eke aptar. 
Mād guds 2 sindana ypir giepniming 2 ve 
zum ecke Anfurrundlega edza akhp 
lega vegna sindana smuđur giozen 
kuart a möte samuiruna. J fūria 
mađa es o/S allg goduerken ad gioza 
vegna naungans honum til hialpray og 
prjουsu 2 ad viez giepnum ecke ner 
na hneixlan Noekrum Manā.
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